TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

CAVITY WAX
Size 500ml

Code: CW500

Products Characteristics

Environmentally sound

•
•
•
•
•

The products supplied by ProXL are 100% free of
heavy metals and the caps and packaging are made of
recyclable material.

Excellent corrosion prevention
Excellent adhesion
Resistant to weather influences
Resistant to weak acids and bases
Good penetrating quality

Physical and chemical data
Contents

500 ml

Colour

White transparent

VOC-content

Approximately 77% w/w

Disposal
Completely emptied cans should be put in recycling
skips or appropriate container. Cans which are not
empty should be disposed off as special refuse.
This application and technical information is given to
the best of our knowledge. The notes mentioned herein
are, however, non-binding and do not exempt you from
own tests to see whether the products supplied by
us are suitable for your special application. The use
and processing is beyond our control and therefore
exclusively is the responsibility of the user.

Surface Preparation
•	Before use, carefully read the directions on the
packaging and act accordingly.

Treatment
•	The aerosol should have room temperature. Best
processing temperature 15 to 25°C. Before use, shake
the aerosol for 2 minutes.
•	Apply the wax generously in the hollow areas by means
of the adapter.
•	After use, clean the valve (turn aerosol upside down
and press the nozzle for approximately 5 seconds).
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DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
The information contained in this Technical Data Sheet is correct to the best of Alpha Coatings Limited trading as Capella Solutions Group’s (“Capella”) knowledge, however, you must satisfy yourselves that the Goods are suitable for your needs by
way of your independent testing or other processes. Capella makes no warranty, representation, or guarantee regarding the information contained in the Technical Data Sheet or the suitability of its products and services for any particular purpose,
nor does Capella assume liability arising out of the application or use of the Goods other than any liability which cannot be limited by law including but not limited to liability for:(a) death or personal injury caused by negligence;(b) fraud or fraudulent
misrepresentation; and (c) breach of the terms implied by section 12 of the Sales of Goods Act 1979, in such circumstances Capella’s total liability shall not exceed the cost of the Goods. Capella’s total liability includes liability in contract, tort, negligence,
breach of statutory duty, or otherwise. It is the Customer’s responsibility to ensure that the guidance on the Technical Data Sheet is followed.

